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While the lower winds played
around warm or cool, strong or weak,
the upper winds staged a series of
thunderstorms f o r five days f r o m
July 8 to 12, 1936, in New England.
The onset of
this
thunderstorm
period was marked by Acu castellatus f r o m the W S W — t h e excessively
heated interior—and Ci densus and
nothus f r o m the N W — t h e cool Hudson Bay region of Canada. It seems
that the near approach of the body
of excessively hot air over the interior was responsible f o r the establishment of northeastward gradients
and, therefore, a N W wind at the
highest cloud levels. So long as the
heat continued not f a r SW and W of
New England and the coolness of
the ocean to the east this motion of
Ci levels f r o m the N W to N could be
expected to continue, and it did so
f o r 5 days, maintaining a cold top
f o r the troposphere; and, likewise,
any air f r o m a westerly direction
could be expected to maintain a high
temperature, in marked and unstable
contrast with the cold wind aloft. Conditions favored thunderstorms, therefore. The lapse-rate, however, was
generally not steep enough throughout the 24 hours to favor violent overturning, nor was it hot enough in
middle levels in the northeast, nor

cold enough in high levels in the
southwest to make thunderstorms at
any time. A middle belt, about 100
miles wide, f r o m central Ontario
southeastward to Nantucket and beyond, had just the right combination.
All day the 8th, convection took
place here and there wherever convectional or mountain upthrusting caused
condensation to begin in the A c u
layer marking the bottom of the layer
of steep lapse-rate, at a height of
perhaps 3 km. The latent heat here
released brought rapid convection to
twice the height of the Acu, and the
formation of anvils and short-lived
showers, without lightning in eastern
Massachusetts, but with it in the
north. During the night, a steepening of the lapse-rate, due presumably
to radiation f r o m the top of the Ci,
set thunderstorms to work. Not less
than three of these, one after the
other crossed New England f r o m
N W to SE, reaching Blue Hill at
2 a. m., 3 a. m., and 6 a. m. July 9th.
With each there was a large variation
of pressure and a marked squall, but,
as might be expected f r o m upper-air
storms, not much rain.
The pressure at Blue Hill with
each rose sharply and then fell. The
variation f r o m the beginning of the
first to the beginning of the second
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storm was 0.15 inch of mercury.
The lightning was incessant, the
thunder continuous, but mostly high
up. Occasional flashes came to the
ground.
The squall at the onset
reached a maximum 5-minute velocity of 44 mi./hr. The second storm
was less intense and the third one
weak.
Late in the afternoon of the 9th
while a sea-breeze prevailed to perhaps 10 miles inland, convection
from the ground farther inland seems
to have reached the Acu level, and
then burst through rapidly to the
top. The result was more thunderstorms, very squally and destructive
in the interior.
The nocturnal cooling again produced or kept alive the early morning thunderstorms, July 10, but they
were not exceptional in strength. A
storm had passed over the Ossipee
Mountains, N. H., about 10 p. m. the
night before. Acu cast) and Ci dens
obstructed the sky early, but burned
off; and the sun raised the temperature to an uncomfortably
high
level by noon, before the sea-breeze
commenced.
By 1 p. m. Cu cong
formed in eastern Massachusetts,
and one mass shortly reached the
Acu level and broke through by
1:30 in a magnificent tall cloud that
rapidly anvilled at the top east and
west, then leaned to the southeast,
as viewed from 40 miles away in
southern New Hampshire, where
there were only fine-grained Cicu and
Acu lent.
This storm passed Blue
Hill on the SW. The easterly seabreeze became a general SE wind
which went into the mountain region,
producing low clouds by 6 p. m.
which rapidly grew upward to the
Acu masses and developed into
showers and thunderstorms.
From
10-11 p. m. a thunderstorm passed
southward west of Silver Lake, in

east central New Hampshire.
The
lightning, which was heavy, was 20
miles away. This storm like its predecessor of the night before apparently was the storm the lightning of
which was visible on Blue Hill about
11 p.m. and which around 4 a.m. July
11 struck the hill, causing damage to
electrical equipment.
July 11 was cool and cloudy over
the southeastern half of New England. The lower wind was NE to
SE and was capped by continuous
Stcu about 1000 feet thick, from 2500
to 3500 feet above sea-level. Above
this, the warm wind continued from
the west, marked by Acu cast, and still
higher the cold cirrus wind came out
of the NNW. Conditions still favored
thunderstorms, and they began forming by 10:45 a. m. in convectional
columns from the mountains beyond
the reach of the sea wind. Cumulus
clouds rose into the Acu cast, and
chimneyed to the top of the Ci layer,
forming anvils.
Some of the Acu
cast also grew into Cunb incus. Thunderstorms lasting about half an hour
before they blew apart were occurring west of Mt. Washington from
12 to 1:30 p. m. The light west wind
was warm, temperature about 65 on
the summit of Mt. Washington.
While the Stcu of the cool sea wind
poured through the gaps in the Carter range at 3500 feet in beautiful
disappearing
cascades
from
the
south, the Cu of the upper warm
wind were bowling over the northern
peaks at 5000 feet from the west.
Thunderstorms kept forming to the
north and northeast, and at four p.
m., just before the view was cut off
as we drove under the cloud deck
in Crawford Notch, the rear end of
the anvil of magnificent Cunb was
visible in the north.
Crawford
Notch greeted us with a blast of air
from the south, with two strings of
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the Stcu clouds streaming northward
a short distance into the upper portion of the valley. The air was cool.
Scattered thundershowers continued and there was lightning at Silver
Lake in the evening.
July 12 was generally cloudy at
Silver Lake, and there were light
showers. The A c u was losing some
of its cast f o r m though Ci nothus
were still abundant. Both were now
f r o m nearly N, the A c u f r o m N N W
and the Ci f r o m N x W (one obs. in

late a f t . : N N W 2, another at 7 p.m.:
N 1, at Silver Lake, N. H . ) . July 13
the A c u and Ci still persisted and
there may have been Cunb in the
afternoon in the mountains.
July
14, there were A c u still, and possibly
Ci, but smoke and haze obscured
them. Thundershowers in a frontal
zone occurred f r o m convection f r o m
the ground up in the afternoon. The
sky cleared in the evening, the wind
became N W and dry, and the thunderstorm chapter came to a close.
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Weather Cycles and Their Causes1
By HALBERT P. GILLETTE, 1125 Oak Grove Ave., San Marino, Calif.
The amplitude of the 11.137 year
There are two great groups of
cycle in the sequoia tree-rings is only
weather cycles, one containing cycles
3 per cent, whereas that of the 23that are harmonic with the earth's
year cycle is 4 per cent and that of
orbital period, the other containing
the 37-year cycle is 9 per cent.
cycles harmonic with the great sunIn general, weather cycles harspot cycle. This is explainable if the
monic with the earth's crbital period
earth is encased in electron shells
have much greater amplitude than
whose axes gyrate in harmony with
the earth's orbital period, and if the those harmonic with the sunspot
period.
sun similarly has electron shells that
gyrate harmoniously w«th one anThe 23-year cycle is a compound
other, and if the sun is constantly
cycle evidently due to a terrestrial
emitting electrons that reach the
electron-shell that gyrates in 11.5
earth and there generate cyclonic
months, and at intervals of 23 years
whirls in the earth's atmosphere.
has peaks that coincide with the seasonal peak of rainfall, which is midBy means of sequoia tree-rings
winter where the sequoias grow.
covering 3200 years,
exceedingly
Hence 11.5 years later is a peak of
accurate determination of the lengths
the 23-year cycle in regions where
of weather cycles can be made. Thus
the seasonal rainfall is a maximum
it is f o u n d that there is a cycle of
11.137 years long, which is doubt- in mid-summer.
There is no cycle of 35 years, but
less the mean length of the great
there is one of exactly 37 years, presunspot cycle. There is a cycle of
sumably due to the gyration of a terprecisely 23 years that has often
been erroneously supposed to be just restrial electron shell in 12 1 / 3
months.
This is the cycle that
double the length of the great sunBruckner called 35 years.
spot cycle; and there is one of 5.72
years that has often been erroneVarves (annual silt laminae) conously supposed to be just half the
firm the tree-rings as to cycles, showlength of the sunspot cycle; and
ing the persistence of these cycles
there is one of precisely 2.8 years
as f a r back as the last ice a g e . —
that has been erroneously regarded
Author's
abstract.
1 See also article by Mr. Gillette in
as one-quarter of the sunspot cycle
Roads
and Streets, May, 1936, and his earlier articles
length.
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